
 
 

Pack 837 Guidelines for Financial Assistance 
 
 
1. I understand that Boy Scouts of America is a non-profit organization; 
therefore, Pack 837, by charter, is also a non-profit organization.  The Pack 
functions on a self-supporting budget and expect no financial support form the 
Charter organization.  
2. I understand that the Pack is a family orientated organization run by the 
parents and other volunteers interested in providing a fulfilling and fun program 
for my son. I understand that without parent involvement in the planning and 
execution of the program there is no program. I agree to assist the Pack Leaders 
to the best of my ability when called upon at Den and Pack Meetings. 
3. I understand that the Pack Committee has a responsibility to the parents 
and scouts to be diligent concerning the use of pack funds and it is under the 
discretion and approval of the Pack Committee to waive a scout’s yearly dues 
and incur the costs of the required uniform on the scout’s behalf. 
4. I understand that the Pack Committee approval for scholarships covers an 
individual scout’s yearly dues and costs of the uniform to the parent(s). 
5. I understand the Pack Committee approval of scholarship is dependent 
upon the following terms: 

1. Participation is required in the pack annual pack popcorn fundraiser to 
help fund pack expenses and participation in the annual camp card sales 
is required if you want your child to attend cub camp. 

2. Participation is defined as a scout actively attempting to sell popcorn or 
camp cards to the public as an individual scout or as a member of group 
of scouts selling at a specific location.   

3. If the scout does his best to meet the sales goals expected of each scout 
and you as the akela is unable to fund the difference between scout sales 
and scout sales goal, you are responsible for bringing this to your den 
leader’s attention. 

4. After discussing this need with the committee, you will be asked to serve 
the pack to contribute to the health and growth of your scout community.   

6. I understand participation in fundraisers and volunteering in various roles 
within the pack is critical to enabling our youth to reach their full potential in the 
scouting program. 
7. I understand that the Pack reserves the right to cancel sponsorship if the 
criteria described above are not met. 
 

Cub Scout Name(s): _____________________________________ 
Parent Name: __________________________________________ 


